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Illinois at a Glance

12.8m
17th

Largest 
Global Economy

Key Industries:

Population:

Financial 
Services

Advanced
Manufacturing

Agriculture &
Farming

Transportation &
Logistics

Since people began to settle in the Midwest, Illinois has been a 
junction connecting people, business and goods necessary for global 
and national economic growth. By population Illinois is the 5th largest 
state in the US. Illinois is home to 37 Fortune 500 headquarters and 
also home to 5,600+ foreign owned-company site locations.
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Healthcare &
Life Sciences



A Vibrant Digital Ecosystem

#1
Best City in America

For Startups

Talent Pipeline
College graduates annually from more than 
192 higher education institutions in Illinois 
and other nearby Midwestern states.

Nexus of Innovation

Venture capital invested in local startups 
by Chicago’s 300+ venture and seed 
investors from 2011 to 2015.

Venture Funding

Digital startups launched per year from 
2011-2015 from the 200+ research and 
innovation hubs located across Illinois.

825K

$3B+

- Inc.com

“CHICAGO’S STARTUP SCENE IS ON FIRE.” – FORBES

334
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Blockchain’s Core Innovation
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Bitcoin: a Revolution in Computing
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Sending Information on the Internet Sending Value on the Internet
I want to send my research paper to my professor and 
an employer for a future job interview. 

Core Innovation: Solving the Double-Spend Problem
First ever solution to the double spending problem in computer science / data conflict 
resolution that doesn’t require a central administrator or clearing agent.

My Computer

Employer’s Computer

Professor’s Computer

My Research Paper

Copy
Number 

2

Copy
Number 

3

Copy
Number 

1

I want to buy a new suit from an online ecommerce 
company.

Consumer

I buy a new
suit online

Merchant

Confirms
transaction

Debit Card

Bank A Merchant Bank



How Does it Work?
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I want buy a new
suit online

Consumer signs a 
transaction request that is 

broadcast to the network of 
nodes

Consumer’s Wallet

Miners compete in an 
economic race to ensure the 
transaction posted in valid 

and authenticated

Purchasing Consumer

Miner who wins economic 
race sends valid transaction 
confirmation to the network 

where the transaction is 
“recorded” on the blockchain.

e-Commerce Merchant

Corresponding transaction 
amount appears in the 

merchant’s wallet.



Blockchain & DLT Core Innovation
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Sparking the Consensus Computing Revolution

Blockchains and distributed ledgers are an elegant, yet surprisingly simple solution to an incredibly complex 
computer science problem.

Blockchains and distributed 
ledgers are very effective at 

making data digitally discrete.
In other words, they are great 

tools for managing 
systems of value digitally.

1. Any system of value; payments, land titles, voting, and identity can be recorded, managed and exchanged on a distributed ledger.
2. It is open source meaning anyone can innovate upon it to solve other problems, improve upon it or re-engineer it for additional 

purposes.



Government’s Role in the 
Blockchain Revolution
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Blockchain: The Internet of Value

Enter the blockchain, the first “native” digital medium for peer to peer value exchange. Anything of value, money, 
titles, deeds, votes, and identity attributes can be exchanged, stored, and managed securely and privately. Trust is not 
established exclusively by powerful intermediaries, but through network consensus, cryptography and code. 2

• The first digital revolution brought endless innovations as the internet, social media, mobile and big 
data have changed nearly every aspect of our lives. Though the internet may have revolutionized 
communication, it has not necessarily transformed business and commerce in terms of trust.

• Establishing identity and transacting value online still requires verification from a trusted third 
party (banks, governments, big technology companies).

• While intermediaries fill a vital role in transacting value, relying too heavily on them often times 
comes at the expense of inclusive prosperity. 

• Intermediaries add costs and frictions to our economy for both businesses and consumers. They 
monetize vast amounts of data privacy and leave over a quarter of the world’s population out of the 
global economy. 1

The 2nd Generation of the Internet
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The Promise of Blockchains
Blockchains as peer-to-peer digital economies, have the capability to address 
fundamental societal issues: 
• They create a secure platform that enables immutable, irrevocable digital 

identities.
• They have the ability to provide universal access to financial services and 

government benefits
• They spur a stronger economy and create social stability through greater 

economic participation

Blockchains are rapidly becoming the foundation of the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution: 3

• They are being used to create distributed market structures to address 
security risks and eliminate single points of infrastructure failure.

• Supplying regulators with real time data on financial flow and asset class 
risks, they stand poised to improve the oversight of international markets. 

• They are integrating granular provenance tracking, identity management 
and concepts of digital scarcity horizontally and vertically through global 

supply chains. 4
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Blockchain’s Unanswered Questions
Although blockchain technology may 

prove to be one of the most disruptive 

innovations of the 21st century, 5 it 

currently is discussed as if it were more 

mature than it actually is. 

Many implementation hurdles at the 

technical, regulatory and governance 

level continue to hinder widespread 

adoption for both open and private 

blockchain networks.6

Blockchains are inherently a “network” 

technology meaning that without wide-

scale collaboration and coordination, 

their power to improve society will never 

be realized.

Since 2015, banks, regulators, tech giants and startups all over the world have 
raised billions of dollars to explore the promise of the blockchain. Despite the 
exuberance for the technology, Bitcoin still stand to be the only successful, scalable 
implementation of blockchain and distributed ledger technology.  

2
The Limits of Open Governance
Contrary to popular belief, open and decentralized governance does not 
automatically mean fair and equitable rule of law. Democracy cannot be reduced to 
majority rule and consensus as it is a much more complex concept which requires 
concepts such as minority rights, equal access to decision making and legitimacy of 
procedure. Bitcoin’s recent scaling debate and Ethereum’s DAO scandal have 
brought to light the notion that “code is not law” and that a 51% majority does not 
always equal democracy. 7

3
Decentralized Market Structures are Untested

1
Few Impactful Implementations

Blockchains and decentralized market structures are relatively untested in our 
global economy, which could either (a) be less preferable than ”trust taxes” or (b) 
introduce fundamentally new risks into the global economy. By displacing 
intermediaries who policymakers have historically relied on to implement 
regulatory safeguards, it is unclear who or how broader systemic policy changes 
can get implemented when necessary. 4 
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Conceiving a Blockchain Future

Broad Collaboration
Although government appear to be the 

antithesis of a technology that 

decentralizes economies and places 

trust in code over law, it may actually be 

incumbent on the public sector to help 

catalyze this industry.

Positive Stewardship

Ultimately, code, algorithms, 

policy and rule of law are all 

artefacts of human design. 

Technology alone does not 

create prosperity, people do. 6

Responsible Direction
Decentralization should not be 

the goals; global inclusivity, 

security, accountability and trust 

should be the objectives.

Mitigating Risk

The greatest risk may be letting of 

blockchain technology’s potential 

fade, stagnate in its fractured status 

quo or be implemented in a non-

inclusive way. 8
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Charting a Path Forward

In Illinois, we believe it is imperative for government to take 

affirmative steps to harness the tremendous opportunities 

and minimize the risks of blockchain technologies during 

this critical period of development.

In doing so, governments will be able to:

• Rethink the role of governance and regulation, balancing 

a lighter touch approach with more effective oversight. 

• Use the opportunity to catalyze collaborative growth in 

the enterprise and develop grassroots innovation in the 

entrepreneur community.

• Employ the technology to deliver government services 

more effectively, efficiently and in a way that is uniquely 

tailored to the needs of each citizen. 
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Assessing Opportunities and 
Executing a Strategy
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Blockchain Design Principles for Government 2

Embedded Security
With strong cryptography and distributed computing 
forming the basis for the underlying protocol, governments 
can ensure services are highly reliable and available. Securing 
citizen data is not a choice or investment to be made by 
leadership managing government; confidence, security and 
authenticity must be hard coded into each system’s design.

Privacy & Rights Preserved
The cryptographic nature of the protocol allows 
governments to balance transparency and privacy. 
Blockchains can help manage and cryptographically 
link owners with assets so that ownership is clear 
and rights are enforceable. By decentralizing data 
control, governments can vest privacy rights in the 
hands of the citizens that create it.

Inclusion & Participation
Not one participant controls a blockchain and everyone has 
consistent, equal access to all records added to the ledger. An 
integrated government mechanized and automated by 
distributed ledgers allows leadership to focus its policy and 
administrative efforts on a governance process that is inclusive 
of all citizens and tailors services specifically their needs.

Distributed Power
Blockchains can distribute power to citizens by 

decentralizing administrative control and providing 
unparalleled personal information ownership. 

Decentralized control strengthens the resiliency of 
democratic checks and balances. When information is 

equally distributed, data sovereignty empowers the citizen 
that creates it not the agency that stores it.

Shared Value Creation
Blockchains systematically align incentives so 
that value is generated through collaborative 

coordination. Systems that reward shared-
value creation have the opportunity to more 
granularly and accurately link policy-making 

efforts to the needs of tax payers and voters.

Inherent Trust & Integrity
Trust is intrinsic in a distributed ledger system, encoded in 

every process and shared equally among participants. 
Blockchains’ unique ability to render information  

“immutable” makes data uniquely authoritative and nearly 
impossible to alter. This increases confidence in integrity 

and reduces the need for federal, state and local 
governments to separately reconcile individual registries.
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The design principles of blockchain can be a lever for government’s transformation as they enable:



Effective governance in a distributed economy 

will require legislative agility beyond what 

rules and regulations can provide. Modern 

governance will need to carefully balance a 

combination of broad policy principles, 

technology standards and “code”.

A “hyperconnected” government enables 

unprecedented integration and efficiency, where 

services are tailored to each individual’s needs. 

Blockchains will be used to connect disparate entities 

within and across regional, municipal, and state 

entities around citizens, businesses and assets.

Although, the long-term benefits of blockchain are 

clear, blockchains and DLTs are still very much 

nascent technology. Governments can play an role 

in catalyzing its maturity as a technology by 

supporting grassroots developer innovation and 

encouraging collaboration among enterprises.

Opportunities for Government

Rethinking Governance for a 
Distributed Economy

Developing an Ecosystem
For Growth and Collaboration

“Hyperconnected” Services for a 
Highly Efficient Government 9
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Blockchains and distributed ledgers present opportunities for governments in three distinct areas:



Governance, Law and Distributed
Economies

Why might current regulatory and legal systems be redundant in a fully 
distributed economy?
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How can legislators ensure distributed ledger systems balance enduring policy 
goals while also mitigating new or unforeseen risks?



Governance and Law

Effectively governing blockchain and distributed ledger technology will require finding an optimum balance 

between governance, regulation, legal code and technical code.

• Legal Code: Rules consisting of legal obligations 
set by either statute, administrative code or 
regulatory guidance.

• Technical Code: Rules defined in systems and 
code, executed and enforced by software and 
protocols.

• Governance: Rule-making by the owners or 
participants of a system with the purpose of 
safeguarding private interests.

• Regulation: Rule-making by an outside 
authority tasked with representing the 
broader interests of the public.
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Effective governance will require a unique mix of skills and perspectives from a variety 
of stakeholders, including lawyers, mathematicians, business experts and computer 
scientists. 10



Comparing Approaches

• Compliance costs are low because participants 
only need a compliant software package to 
issue transactions in the DLT system.

• Although enforcement costs may appear to be 
lower, mining systems that verify the validity of 
each transaction consume large computational 
resources. 10

Distributed Ledger Systems

- Can function without legal rules. Instead rules each participant 
must follow are defined and enforced by technical code. 

- Although DLTs are often thought to exist apart from human 
rule-making, the technical code is maintained by a group of 
developers, resulting in ad-hoc private rule-making (governance).

++ Current Financial Systems
- The modern financial system is currently ruled via legal code. 

Rules are enforced by regulators tasked to ensure compliance.

- The modern financial system is generally governed by a mix of 
both private (governance) and public(regulation) rule-making.  
Private rule-making generally exists in private networks.

• Compliance costs are high because participants 
need to ensure they are consistently meeting 
legal obligations set forth by regulators.

• Systemic enforcement costs tend to be lower 
because non-compliance is generally driven by 
events or regulatory corrections as opposed to 
being enforced in the rules of every transaction.

*While the financial services is used in this example, a similar comparison can be made in other industries
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Governance 
Framework for
Distributed Ledgers

Governments have the unique ability to work 
across industries and protocols to ensure 
technology standards harness network effects, 
promote interoperability and minimize 
redundancy. By acting as neutral arbiters in the 
“standard setting” process governments can 
help minimize risks such as coordination costs.

Technical code can be an effective governance tool 
when it reduces market frictions/regulatory burdens 
and also achieves its broader policy goals. Regulators 
can provide “utility services” that are pluggable into 
blockchains, standardizing cross-industry components 
such as identity or fiat digital currency. In other 
instances governments can provide profit-neutral 
services (i.e. escrow as a service for real estate) in areas 
where economic risk is concentrated or there is little 
incentive for participants to collaborate.

By participating in the formative 
days of the technology, governments 
can ensure broad policy goals such 
as transparency and public 
engagement are incorporated into 
the core design of the system and so 
that the benefits of “decentralized 
coordination” are illuminated.

Technical Code

Standards Participation

Policy Goals and Principles

Technical Code

Governance in a distributed 
economy will require a thoughtful 
balance of broad policy goals and 
principles, participation in standards 
setting, and developing technical 
code to maximize value for both 
citizens and businesses.

Standards Participation

Policy Goals & Principles
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Technical Code: A Case Study

Government develops software “utility service”

•By providing utility-type attestation services (directly “as a 

service”, or indirectly as a data asset), state departments and 

agencies can facilitate and support smarter and more efficient 

insurance, banking, energy, healthcare and real estate industries.

Achieves policy goal & enables market efficiencies

• Industries such as financial services or insurance are relieved 

from the burden of KYC compliance. A portable identity attestation 

can also be utilized in healthcare for both providers and patients. 

Overall reduces market friction and burden of compliance in 

regulated industries where data security and privacy is essential.

Government verifies/
attests to digital 
identity claim(s).

Portable, verified
user-centric identity

Government provides digital identity utility service to solve regulatory and operational pain points in industry.
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Financial Services: Know Your Customer (KYC) 
regulations ensure money moving through FIs is 
not used for illicit/illegal activities.

Healthcare: HIPAA regulations protect medical 
records and medical history to ensure patient 
confidentiality and privacy.

Example Policy Goals

HealthcareFinancial Services



Balancing Approaches

Keys to Implementation

There will also be opportunities to take advantage of the potential 
interactions between legal and technical code in distributed 
ledger systems. Public regulatory influence could be exerted 
through a combination of legal and technical code, rather than 
exclusively through legal code as at present ensuring compliance, 
while doing so, at a reduced cost. 10

Potential Opportunities

Successful implementation of distributed ledger technology will 
require a collaborative, multi-stakeholder approach that factors in 
(1) governance to protect participants and (2) regulation to ensure 
the system is resilient. The challenge will be to strike a careful 
balance between safeguarding the interests of participants in the 
system and the broader interests of society and systemic viability.
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Catalyzing a Collaborative Ecosystem
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What role should government play in developing an ecosystem?

What unique areas of opportunity can we capitalize on in Illinois?



Developing an Ecosystem

Partnering with educational 
institutions to incorporate 

curriculum into schools and colleges 
to support workforce development.

Fostering a Talent Pipeline Supporting Entrepreneurship Collaborating with Enterprises

Build relationships with 
entrepreneurs and leaders to foster 

a supportive environment for 
startups and investment.

Encourage startup/enterprise 
collaboration. Help enterprises 

partner with promising startups in 
the ecosystem.
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Collaborating with Enterprises
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A “Hyperconnected” Government & 
Reimagining Public Services

How can distributed ledger technology help governments deliver more 
responsive, trusted and integrated public services?
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How can these technologies be utilized with other emerging technologies to 
radically rethink how government services are delivered?



“Hyperconnected” Government
The Convergence:
Reimagining Public Services

Managing the Flow
of Digital Assets & Value

Identity is foundational to nearly every government 
service. Government identities are often siloed in 
databases across agencies, increasing 
opportunities for fraud, security breaches and 
errors. Distributed ledger technologies could be 
used to consolidate disparate data that currently 
exists across multiple agencies and layers of 
government into a single self-sovereign network 
centered around a citizen’s or business’ credentials, 
licenses and identity attributes.

Governments should also explore the feasibility of 
integrating other emerging technologies such as IoT 
or AI with blockchain to (1) develop new products 
and (2) reinvent traditional services. New products 
could include peer-to-peer service marketplaces that 
monetize non-traditional datasets. Reinventing govt. 
services could involve using a combination of AI and 
smart contracts to automate complex eligibility 
processes or to reengineer social benefits programs 
so that funds are pre-distributed to recipients.

Government plays an important role in the 
distribution and administration of benefit and 
entitlement programs for citizens who meet certain 
eligibility requirements. Examples of programs 
include health care, welfare, unemployment, and 
housing assistance. Government could leverage 
blockchain and distributed ledger technology 
distribute benefits more efficiently, reducing 
entitlement fraud and increasing asset 
transparency for taxpayers.

Integrating Government
with Distributed Identity
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Distributed Identity and Verifiable 
Claims Model for Government
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Integrating Government: Distributed Identity

Singular, Citizen-Centric Identity Identity Attributes & Attestations Assets & Ownership Registries

Public addresses on a blockchain can be used to form 
the basis of a unified citizen ID across multiple 

departments and systems. A fit-for-purpose distributed 
ledger could be used as a new type of master data 

management system, maintaining a single source of 
truth for all government recordkeeping.

Identity attributes (credentials or attribute claims) can 
be issued and cryptographically linked to a citizen’s 

unique ID. Each department can append attributes to a 
citizen’s credential or claim repository that is managed 
on a government distributed ledger, but owned by and 

sovereign to a citizen or business entity.

Under this “networked” system asset and property can 
also be issue unique IDs. Ownerships such as real 

property, vehicle, fire arm or even intangible assets can 
be cryptographically tied to a citizen’s unique ID. 

Blockchains and smart contracts can efficiently keep 
record of asset ownerships and their tradeable value.
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Self-Sovereign Identity & Verifiable Claims Architecture

Identity
Holder

Claim Issuer

Decentralized
Identifier DHT

Claim/Credential
Repository

Relying
Party

Blockchain
or DLT

Manage 
Verifiable Claims

Manage Self-
Sovereign Identifier

Issues Verifiable 
Claims/Credentials

Publish Public-facing 
Verifiable Claims/Credentials

Check Public-facing 
Verifiable Claims/Credentials

Transmits Verifiable 
Claims/Credentials

Verify Self-Sovereign 
Identifiers
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Enabling an Identity Ecosystem

Infrequent Yearly Monthly Weekly Daily
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11. Australia Post & Boston Consulting Group. A frictionless future for identity management a practical solution for Australia’s identity challenge. December 2016.



Student
(Active or Graduate)

University/College

Academic Credential Onboarding/Issuing Process

Digital Identity 
Onboarding

Legal Name

SSN

Date of BirthEmail

Gender

Public Address Mailing Address

Cell PhoneBiometric Identifier

Signature If claim not present,
then issues claims

Personal Claims/Credentials

*If necessary face-to-
face authentication

Authenticates 
student’s digital 

identity credentials

If not present, issues student ID credential

Issues student transcript credential (course claims)

Student ID

Graduation Date

UniversityMajor

Degree

Minor

Student Credential Transcript Credential

Calculus 

Intro to Engineering

Advanced Algorithms

Intro to Physics

Identity Claim/Credential Hub
Verifies if personal claims are 

present



Education Claims & Credentials

Credential

Anchoring Claims

University Signature

Student ID Number

Anchoring claims

Issued claims that validate the 
issuance of a credential or 

revoked claims that invalidate 
the issuance of a credential.

Graduated University Name

Degree

Grade Point Average

Derivative Claims

Major(s)

Minor(s)Honors

Accounting

Intro to Engineering

Statistical Methods Physics

Middle East Politics

University Credential

Calculus

Computer Science

Politics

Intro to Chemistry

Psychology

Business Strategy

Sociology

Course Claim Data Structure

Course Idnt Int

Course Name String

Department String

Credit Hours Float

Grade Point Average Float

Instructor String

Semester String

Year Date

Registrar Signature Digital Signature

Derivative claims

Claims that can be used to 
selectively validate data when 

verifying claims to relying parties 
(i.e. selective disclosure).

Credential are composed of many  
related claims. Can be logical 

containers of related information 
or “legacy” ID containers.

Verifiable Claim

A physically and digitally unique 
statement made by an entity 

that describes an attribute (DID) 
of an identity profile. 



Verifies if personal claims are 
present

Licensed Driver

Secretary of State

Driver’s License Onboarding/Issuing Process

Digital Identity 
Onboarding

Legal Name

SSN

Date of BirthEmail

Gender

Public Address Mailing Address

Cell PhoneBiometric Identifier

Signature If claim not present,
then issues claims

Personal Claims/Credentials

*If necessary face-to-
face authentication

Authenticates 
personal driving 

claims/credentials 

If not present, issues driving credential/claims

Driving Class

Driver’s License Number

Weight

Driving Credential Derivative Claims

Can  Legally Drive

Over 18/Over 21

Driving Restrictions

Identity Claim/Credential Hub

Height

DOB

Eye Color

Hair Color

Photo ID

Organ Donor

State of Residence



Driver’s License Claims & Credentials

Verifiable ClaimCredential

Address Legal Name

License Class Type Birth Date

License Number Gender

Driver’s License “Credential”

Photo ID S.O.S. Signature

Height Eye ColorWeight

Organ DonorBlood Type

Over 18

Over 21

State of Residence

Can Legally Drive

Derivative Claims

Anchoring Claims

Secretary of State Signature 

License Number Photo ID

Driver’s License Data Structure

Address Verifiable Claim

Legal Name Verifiable Claim

Birth Date Date

License Class Type String

Gender String

Photo ID .png file

Height Int

Weight Int

Blood Type Verifiable Claim

Organ Donor Self-Claim Boolean

Date Issued Date

Secretary of State Signature Digital Signature

License Number Int
Issued Timestamp

Driving Restrictions

Driving License Revoked

Revocation Registry



Efficiently and Effectively Managing 
the Flow of Digital Assets
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Entitlements & Food Stamp Distribution

Applies for 
benefits
program

An interesting application could be an “entitlements digital currency” for benefit programs such as food stamps. Providing 
a digital identity verification would help the program accurately verify applicants and reduce fraud. Smart contracts could 
precisely determine eligibility efficiently and effectively. An additional “healthy eating token” incentive system could be 
offered to achieve ancillary health policy goals, providing additional cost savings for other health benefits systems.

Welfare Applicant

Government Entitlement Office Benefit Wallet

Digital Identity 
Verification

Verifies 
digital 

identity
Benefit eligibility smart 

contracts determine
amount and areas for 

redemption

Issues benefit tokens that 
can be redeemed at local 

food stores 

Data on spending habits can 
be analyzed in real time

Grocery Store

Buys food from grocery 
store with benefit wallet

Healthy food purchase 
triggers smart contract

Healthy Eating Incentive

Unhealthy food 
purchase

Eligibility Smart Contracts

Healthy eating 
tokens added to 
wallet balance



Tokenizing Tax Credits

Tax credits could be categorically “tokenized” on a blockchain to improve market visibility and ensure asset provenance. 
Government could also open an exchange where the “tax credit tokens” could be traded, improving their liquidity and 
ensuring the efficacy of the policy goal that the credit incentivizes. A blockchain-based system of management also 
allows aggregators granularly pool credit (or derivatives of) while maintaining direct visibility into its initial issuance.

Buys solar 
panel(s) for home.

Installs, inspects 
& certifies tax 

credit/deduction

Government Tax Office

Tax Token(s)

Purchase Receipt

Tech Certification

Proof of Credit

Token is issued by 
government tax office 

Uploads proof of tax 
credit/deduction ownership 

Tax token
cryptographically 
linked to proof of 

credit.

Tax Token Wallet

Consumer Tax Filing

Consumer

Certified
Technician

Proof of credit, is 
instantly available 
for audit purposes 
when redeemed.

Consumer redeems 
credit during annual 

tax credits.

Tax Credit Aggregator

Credit traders bid/ask 
market price based on 

amount, expiration date etc.

Tax Token Exchange

Tax credit aggregators can bundle and redeem credits before they expire.   

Consumer sells tax 
tokens at ”tax token 

exchange” for 
market price 

Exchange pays 
consumer directly

for tax credits



Blockchain-Enabled Convergence:
Reimagining Public Services

- Government as a Marketplace
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Grant Distribution: Disaster Recovery

Many grants are based on eligibility criteria and are approved or denied based on a person or entity meeting pre-
defined requirements. Rolling up all systems into smart-contracts managed by a distributed ledger could radically 
simplify the eligibility process. Upon eligibility, a smart-contract could trigger a grant payment instantly. For 
example, disaster recovery “smart contracts” could use a combination of computer vision data and IoT sensor data 
from drones providing an “oracle” to automate the disaster recovery eligibility process.

Analyzes “pickups” 
based on 

necessity, demand 
& optimal route

Disaster Recovery Smart Contracts

Disaster Recovery Administrator

Cognitive  Analytics Hub

Subscribes to marketplace’s contractor supply/demand for damage repair

Disaster Recovery
Service Marketplace

Data is fed into smart contract to autonomously 
issue grant bids to service providers.

Price for bid is autonomously set and contracted. Smart-
escrow is set to ensure contractors delivers on terms.

Disaster Recovery Drones

Delivers funding 
based on damage 

assessment of 
drones & market 

prices

Provides computer vision 
data of the storm damage 

to physical assets.

Natural Disaster Site

Scan the disaster site to 
assess asset damage of the 

affected site.



Device Marketplaces: Waste Management

By combining blockchain, IoT, and big data, governments could create demand-based marketplaces for 
tasks such as waste management or snow removal. Sensors data could be fed into a blockchain system, 
where it interacts with smart contracts to determine demand autonomously. Price would be determined by 
sensors and service providers are sourced automatically based on conditions in the smart contract. 

Smart Garbage
Container

Smart Recycling
Container

“Waste Wallet”

Pickup cost is paid for 
from “waste wallet”

Consumer puts garbage/ 
recycling in bin

Machine learning 
IoT hub subscribes 

to waste levels Analyzes “pickups” 
based on 

necessity, demand 
& optimal route

Municipal government set 
rewards redemption based on 

recycling to garbage ratio
Municipal Blockchain

Municipal Administrator

Intelligent IoT Hub

IoT hub subscribes to marketplace’s current contractor supply

Waste Management
Service Marketplace

Data is fed into smart contract to 
autonomously bid service providers

Price for bid is autonomously set and contracted. Smart-
escrow is set to ensure contractors delivers on terms.



Progress & Horizon Scanning

What have we accomplished and where 
do we plan to go?
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The Illinois Approach

Integrating Government
Stand up “sandbox” and proof-of-concepts 
that demonstrate value and solve pain points.

Work with industries to develop utility  
services supporting smarter, efficient markets.  

Use success of pilots to lay groundwork for 
solid foundation and long-term roadmap.

Developing an Ecosystem
Seed long-term innovation through centers of 
excellence, incubators and code-a-thons.

Host educational workshops and conferences to 
develop continuous knowledge-sharing.

Develop environment where enterprises, startups 
and academia are encouraged to collaborate.

Governing Distributed Ledgers
Dedicate early resources to formulating supportive 
regulatory environment.

Facilitate industry standards and interoperability to 
harness network effects, minimizing duplication.

Participate in industry solution development to 
leverage DLT’s benefits for efficient compliance.
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Progress to Date

Government
Consortium?

2016

Illinois Blockchain
Initiative Launched

Chicago Blockchain 
Center Opens

Digital Currency 
Regulatory Guidance

RFI Public Sector 
Blockchain Applications

White Paper
to be Released

Proof-of-Concepts
to be Launched

Blockchain
Hack-a-thon

2018

2017

R3, Hyperledger &
EEA Partnerships
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Governing Distributed Ledgers

Digital Currency Regulatory Guidance

IDFPR signs partnership agreement with R3 CEV and 
Enterprise Ethereum Alliance (EEA) financial services 
consortiums As a member of R3 the IDFPR will be participating 
in the firm’s RegNet and banking/ regulatory working group. As 
a member of Hyperledger and EEA the State is actively 
participating in identity and pharma/ supply chain working 
group, defining use cases and technical standards.

R3, Hyperledger and EEA Partnerships

Department of Financial and Professional Regulation 
(IDFPR) released guidance, taking light-touch regulatory 
approach to digital currencies while also providing certainty 
for businesses operating in the space.
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Supporting Entrepreneurship 

Quarterly Seminar Series

Local Meetups

Blockchain Legislative 
Task Force

University of Illinois
Partnership

Chicago Blockchain Center

Student Hackathons
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Integrating Government: Pilots

Academic Credentialing

Partnering with Illinois 

universities to issue academic 

credentials/transcripts on a 

blockchain. MVP focuses on 

credential verifications, with 

the goal of recording 

transcripts of all Illinois 

institutions on a distributed 

ledger for students/employers.

Health Provider Registries

Healthcare payers spend over 
$2.1b a year reconciling a few 
discrete health provider data 

fields issued by CMS, DEA and 
state boards. Provider data, 

starting with the state licensing 
board would be entered onto a 

distributed ledger acting as a 
single source of truth dataset 

for providers and payers.

Energy Credit Marketplace

Energy producers are issued tax 

credits when producing “green” 

energy. Program would include 

standing up a marketplace where 

REC could be traded. Credits 

would be granularly divisible. 

Potential to improve traceability 

and liquidity, providing better 

“green” energy policy outcomes.

Vital Records

Vital records such as birth 
events to be placed on a 

distributed ledger. Birth records 
allow the state to issue a digital 
identity tied to a person’s birth 

that could be managed on a 
distributed ledger, adding 

attributes to it as the citizen 
interacts with different agencies 

throughout his/her lifetime.

Property Deed Recording

Cook County Recorder of 
Deeds will be the first land 

titling office in the US to record 
property transfer on the 
blockchain. The goal is to 
expand the scope of the 

program, the extensibility of 
the solution while also 

providing the solution to other 
Illinois county recorders.
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Next Steps:
Global Consortium?
Although governments tend to be slow adopters of 

emerging technology, blockchain and DLT may be 

one of the rare exceptions. During July, the Illinois 

Blockchain Initiative will be releasing a “Pilot & 

Proof of Concept” database of government 

blockchain projects. Surprisingly over 140 pilots, 

strategies and proof of concepts are currently 

underway in governments across the globe. 

Much like collaborative consortia efforts in the financial 
services industry, could governments work together to 
define standards, use cases and build powerful network 
effects of the technology at global scale?
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Contact Information

Jennifer O’Rourke, Illinois Blockchain Business Liaison
Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity

jennifer.orourke@Illinois.gov

Cab Morris, Deputy Director of Strategy and Operations

Department of Financial and Professional Regulation

richard.morris@Illinois.gov
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